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Prairie Insects- Graham Buck
Insects are bountiful in prairie habitat. Some
insects feed on flower nectar of many prairie
plants. Other insects or their larvae feed on
specific plants, without which they could not
survive. Look closely the next time you are in a
tallgrass prairie to see the many tiny creatures
that abound in the soil, on the plants, and in the
air. Here are a few of them:
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Food
The nymphs and adults eat big
bluestem (Adropogen gerardii) and other
grasses.

Handsome Grasshopper
(Syrbula admirabilis)
Description
Females are mostly green with brown markings.
Males are dark brown with a yellowish-white
stripe. The handsome grasshopper makes a
rasping song. You can listen to a sample of the
sound by visiting:
http://www.wired.com/2013/08/callinginsects/#slideid-591647

Handsome Grasshopper – male, Iowa State University

Interesting facts
This species is listed as historical in Ontario
because there have not been any recent
verified observations or collections. If you
observe the Handsome Grasshopper high
quality pictures or a specimen should be
submitted to an expert for verification. If you
require assistance in finding an expert please
contact Tallgrass Ontario.
Sword-bearing Conehead
(Neoconocephalus ensiger)

Handsome Grasshopper – female, Iowa State University

Habitat and behavior
Grasslands including wet meadows and prairies.
Grasshoppers live for one season, from hatching
in the spring until cold weather in the fall. Eggs
are laid in the soil. They over-winter in the soil
and hatch into nymphs in the spring. The nymph
is a tiny version of the adult, but has no wings. It
goes through five stages of growth, shedding its
exoskeleton at each stage. At the end of two to
three months, it is of adult size and has wings. A
male and female mate and the female lays eggs
in the soil. Then, the adults die.

Description
The Sword-bearing Conehead is a large, longhorned grasshopper. At night, the male makes
chirping sounds by rubbing its wings together.
In late July through August listen for a
continuous series of lisps at a rate of 10 per
second, sounding like a distant, fast-moving
steam locomotive. You can listen to a sample of
the sound by visiting:
http://entnemdept.ufl.edu/walker/buzz/194a.h
tm
Habitat and behavior
Conehead grasshoppers can be found in
prairies, pastures and meadows. The female
lays eggs in autumn, inside grass stems. The
eggs hatch to nymphs in the spring. The nymphs
look like miniature adults without wings and as
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they grow they molt several times. Finally, in
the last stage of development to adults, they
grow wings.
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Dogbane Leaf Beetle
(Chrysochus auratus Fabricius)
Description
The dogbane leaf beetle is a small (8-11 mm.)
oblong, shiny insect that displays blue, gold,
green, and coppery colors. Its underside is
bluish-green. It has wide-set antennae with
eleven segments. The larva is white with a
brown head.
Habitat and behavior
The female lays eggs on the ground or on the
plant. The larvae tunnel through the soil to feed
on the roots before finally pupating in the soil.
Food
Dogbane leaf beetles feed on prairie plants such
as milkweeds (Asclepias spp.) and dogbane
(Apocynum spp.).

Sword-bearing Conehead, male
Credit: T.J.Walker, University of Florida

Food
Nymphs and adults feed on leaves and other
plant parts.
Interesting facts
The ears of the conehead grasshopper (and
many other long-horned grasshoppers or
katydids) are located at the top of the tibia
(lower section) of each front leg. They can hear
the sounds of some of their predators, such as
the sounds put out by bats when they are trying
to locate prey.

Dogbane Beetle, Credit: Forest Preserve District Dupage County

Interesting facts:
The dogbane leaf beetle has a special type of
colour that shines and changes as the insect
changes position or we change position looking
at it. This changing color is called iridescence.
The beetles' iridescence is produced by special
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body structures and light. The surface of the
body parts of this beetle is made up of stacks of
tiny, slanting plates, under which is a pigment
(substance that produces color). Some light rays
reflect from the surface of the plates, and other
light rays reflect from the pigment underneath.
At different angles, the light reflects at different
speeds, causing interference and resulting in
our seeing different colors that shine.
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nectar of a wide variety of late summer and fall
blooming prairie and meadow plants of which
Blazingstars (Liatris spp.) goldenrods (Solidago
spp.) and asters (Aster spp.) are most common.

Leonard's Skipper
(Hesperia leonardus)
Description
Leonard's skipper is a butterfly with its wide,
feathery body and brown coloration. The male
has large dark wings (22-36 mm. wingspread)
with a red-orange upper surface. There are
wide dark borders on the wings. The hind wings
are brick red with off-white spots arranged in a
band. The female is dark brown with orange
spots on both sets of wings.
Habitat and behavior
Leonard's Skipper lays its eggs in grassy areas,
so look for it in prairies and meadows. It flies in
August and September. Males mate with
females near nectar plants; the female scatters
eggs near the host grasses; the larvae live in and
feed on the grass leaves, then hibernate. The
adults fly from August through October.
Leonard's Skipper is not rare in Ontario (S4), but
it is rarely abundant where it is found. Since
most sites that support this skipper are small
and isolated, they are at high risk of extirpation.
Loss of genetic diversity may also be a concern.
Food
Incredible as it may seem, we do not in fact
know with certainty what host plant Leonard’s
Skipper uses in Ontario. It has been suggested
that only the western “Pawnee” subspecies
uses Little Bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparius).
The eastern (including Ontario) Leonardus
group is recorded using only Switch Grass
(Panicum virgatum), Lovegrass (Eragrostis spp.),
Bentgrass (Agrostis spp.), and Poverty Oat Grass
(Danthonia spicata). The adults feed on the

Leonard’s Skipper (Hesperia leonardus)

Interesting facts
Like many other butterflies, the Leonard's
skipper male has scent scales on its wings.
These scales give out an odor that attracts
females.
Northern Mole Cricket
(Neocurtilla hexadactyla)
Description
Mole crickets may grow to 2 1/2 inches long.
They are brown and hairy. Adults have wings;
they tend to fly rather than jump like other
crickets. They are nocturnal insect, flying at
dusk. The easiest way to detect them is by
listening for their song in the afternoon or
evening from July to September. The song is
described as rhythmic, low-pitched chirps. You
can listen to a sample of the sound by visiting:
http://entnemdept.ifas.ufl.edu/walker/buzz/35
1a.htm
Habitat and behavior
In spite of its name the Northern Mole Cricket is
only encountered in the Carolinian zone of
Ontario, living in meadows and prairies,
particularly near open water or wetlands.
Around June, the female lays eggs inside a
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separate room of its underground tunnel.
Nymphs hatch in about a month and continue
to develop through the next winter. They reach
adulthood by the following summer, mate in
the fall, and the females lay their eggs in the
spring of their second year.
Northern Mole Cricket males call from
closed burrows, probably to reduce their
vulnerability to predators such as parasitic
wasps. Nonetheless, their chirping is clearly
audible above ground and it is easy to home in
on the general location of a burrow. About half
of all females are flightless and must travel on
the surface or through the burrow system to
reach the calling male. Burrows are equipped
with an escape tunnel that allows the occupant
to flee if pursued by a predator. Females lay
their eggs in small chambers within the
burrows. After sealing off her chamber, the
female remains in the burrow to defend the
eggs.
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Interesting facts
The most striking thing about the appearance of
mole crickets is their mole-like front feet, which
are used for digging through roots. These teethlike body parts are called dactyls. Northern
mole crickets have four dactyls on each leg.
They are located on the tibia (fourth segment)
of each leg.
Prescribed Burning and Insects
The use of prescribed burning to maintain a
particular habitat can also pose a threat to
some insects which over winter above ground.
Unless insects are buried in the soil or deep in
the bases of grass clumps, high mortality during
fall and spring burns should be expected.
Factors that influence fire intensity, such as fuel
load, fuel moisture content, topography and
temperature, are important to consider in
planning burns. Subdividing a site and burning
the units in a rotation that leaves enough
habitat unburned to assure population survival
and re-colonization of burned areas between
burns is recommended. This may be difficult for
small sites therefore mowing may provide a
suitable option in these cases.
Much of the information contained in this article
was contributed by Illinois State Museum. Tallgrass
Ontario appreciates the free use of the information
in improving the knowledge of prairie insects in
Ontario.

Northern Mole Cricket, Credit: the Miracle of Nature

Food
The diet of the Northern Mole Cricket consists
primarily of small insects and other
invertebrates, along with some organic debris
and plant matter

Graham Buck is the past President of Tallgrass
Ontario. As a Management Biologist with the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry he works
to restore prairie and savanna remnants in the
Waterloo, Brant and Hamilton areas.
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An example of prescribed burn with unburned areas for prairie insects. Credit: Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry

Prescribed burn at Kenesserie Tallgrass Praire. Credit – Steve Rankin
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Part 3: Return of the Oaks? – Leo Lepiano
Given that Niagara-on-the-Lake is one of the
oldest English settlements in Ontario (the
British purchased the land in 1781 from the
Mississauga), it provides yet another example of
how settlement and savanna have been
intertwined throughout our history as well as
the histories of the First Nations (the site was
originally a native settlement called Onghiara).
Indeed, in 1792 Niagara-on-the-Lake (or Newark
as it was then called) was proclaimed the first
capital of Upper Canada by Governor Simcoe,
which it remained until that title was bestowed,
also by Governor Simcoe, on York. York, where
we must now return in order to resolve and
clarify some hazy questions about missing oak
trees.

Wild lupine (Lupinus perennis) growing in High Park, Toronto.
Photo credit – Leo Lepiano

Remember my wonderings about Toronto 200
years ago, and the massive oaks? Those
thoughts that left me condense again around
my mind. There is no doubt about the presence
of oak savanna in Toronto; there is a remnant in
High Park, which has been restored through a
series of small prescribed burns (giving rise to a
fantastic patch of wild lupine). But how
extensive was this? Did Lady Simcoe’s bright
eye and nimble pen catch it here too? There are
at least two suggestive passages, though the
evidence is much less than the previously
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discussed cases, so my exposition will be brief.
The first passage:
Simcoe returned from Toronto, and speaks in
praise of the harbour, and a fine spot near it
covered with large oaks, which he intends to fix
upon as a site for a town [in all passages with
italics, emphasis has been added].
You will certainly concede that Governor
Simcoe was very fond of sites with large oaks!
This was due, no doubt, not only to the reasons
discussed earlier, but also to the British reliance
on oak trees to build their navy. The unique
bends that grow in oak limbs were highly valued
for building ship hulls. Nevertheless, it is
difficult not to be struck by the repeated
association of large oaks with inviting
landscapes and the urge to settle amongst
them, and it would not have been necessary to
settle amongst the oaks in order to make use of
them. According to a note to the text of the
diary by John Ross Robertson (1911), the "fine
spot covered with large oaks” was on the
former bay front (the land was subsequently
built out further into the bay using landfill),
“east of the present George Street as far as
Berkeley Street,” over half a km in length. It is in
this area that modern Toronto’s foundations
were laid, including the original parliament
buildings; all within walking distance from
where I stood that day on the ridge of the Don
Valley looking at the city and wondering about
oaks.
Later in the diary Lady Simcoe comments
on these large oaks again, this time having seen
them herself:
After dinner we went on shore to fix on a spot
whereon to place the canvas houses, and we chose a
rising ground, divided by a creek from the camp,
which is ordered to be cleared immediately. The
soldiers have cut down a great deal of wood to
enable them to pitch their tents. We went in a boat
two miles to the 'bottom of the bay, and walked
thro' a grove of oaks, where the town is intended to
be built.
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The camp was not established where the town
was “intended to be built” but in an area that
required much clearing in order to make room
for the tents (in contrast to the descriptions of
Niagara-on-the-Lake). The area intended for the
town (York) was amidst “a grove of oaks” which
stretched half a kilometre east to west, and
who knows how far inland. Was this grove a
savanna or once a savanna transformed
through succession? Admittedly there is not
much here to go on, except for the ease with
which the party walked through the “grove”,
and the familiar refrain describing the location
as attractive for settlement.
Whether this area described by Lady
Simcoe was savanna or not, after six and a half
years I have found my massive oaks. They
certainly were here where Toronto was built;
Toronto was built, in part, because they were
here.

Leo Lepiano standing with a large Oak Tree at Paradise Grove,
Niagara on the Lake, Ontario.

For sometime we have been living with the
metaphor of the city, and more broadly the
landscape of our culture, as jungle. There is
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power in this; “it’s like a jungle, sometimes I
wonder how I keep from goin under”; “it’s a
jungle out there,” a world full of competition,
with unilluminated corners and threatening
unknowns of an unmanageable density. This
metaphor (sometimes simile) has stuck,
because it is, in part, true. But it is not entirely
so. The jungle represents the terror of that
which cannot be altered, which is not
malleable, and is indifferent or hostile to our
presence. Unlike the jungle the savanna is not
threatening and unalterable, but rather is
inviting and responsive. Yes, there are
competition and death and teeth and claws in
an oak savanna, but it is also a community of
species in which the effectiveness and
importance of tending by humans (or lack of it)
is glaringly apparent. This places an emphasis
on the significance our actions – both creative
and destructive – have on our surroundings.
Toronto is self-described as a “city within a
park”. If that is true, then that park is most
fittingly a savanna, not a jungle. And that is true
of much of southern Ontario. So what sort of
settled savanna do we want Ontario to be?
Something approaching an oak savanna like we
find at restored sites, with all their diversity,
richness and abundance? Communities that
called out to our provinces’ founders, and the
residents living there before them, as places
desirable to live in? Or a structure we only
inhabit accidentally, that we take for granted as
part of the background, outside of our
responsibilities?
The famous savannas of Africa are utilized
by the people who live there, often in ways that
benefit both the humans and the land. The
same was (and is) true of the First Nations of
North America. I am not suggesting that it is
possible or desirable to replicate these lifestyles
in current day southern Ontario; however,
there is perhaps some inspiration to be gained
from these practices. Inspiration that could
transform our society’s relationship to the land
in a way that not only benefits the land but also
enriches our society.
We are still just learning how to manage
our lands so that our actions bring about
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renewal rather than degradation. We are,
collectively, only beginning to understand how
to combine the wild and the controlled, the
fecund and the baron, the human and rest of
the community of species, and yes, the human
and the human. This requires calibrations we
might never be able to make. But perhaps a
change in metaphor suggests something of a
shift, the possibility of which has been brought
about by the decades of hard work of those
involved in the conservation and restoration of
oak savanna as well as other ecosystems; those
who make TgO function; those without whom I
might still be wondering, now and again, about
the ancient, missing oaks amongst which my
home, so many of our homes, were built.
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Part 1: “The Settled Savanna” appeared in the
December 2014 issue. Part 2: “Most fit for
habitation” appeared in the January 2015 issue.
Archived issues of the Bluestem Banner can be found
at:
http://www.tallgrassontario.org/bluestem_banner.h
tml

Leo Lepiano is a member of Tallgrass Ontario and
resides in Toronto.

Liatris spicata, or dense blazing star is also known as
marsh blazing star or prairie gay feather. It is a tall
upright perennial plant that grows 3- 4 feet. It
attracts the Ruby-throated hummingbird and several
species of butterflies. It is native throughout most of
the eastern United States. In Canada it is only found
in extreme Southwest Ontario at fewer than a dozen
scattered locations.
Liatris spicata pictured here and on Page 1 first
appeared during the summer of 2014 at several
locations following a prescribed burn at Kenesserie
Tallgrass Praire in Chatham-Kent. It is believed these
plants are related to the nearby Highgate
population. This species is listed as Threatened in
Schedule 1 of the federal Species at Risk Act (SARA).
It is also listed as Threatened in Ontario under the
Endangered Species Act, 2007 (ESA, 2007).
“Dense Blazing Star are wind-dispersed, the
species is capable of dispersing relatively long
distances, and it frequently colonizes newly available
habitat adjacent to a seed source (COSEWIC 2010)”.
Photo Credits- Steve Rankin
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Please visit the Tallgrass Ontario web site at http://www.tallgrassontario.org/index.html
We provide comprehensive information about the creation and care of tallgrass prairie - how to plant, establish and
maintain tallgrass prairie as well as information on Ontario native plants.
Support Monarch Butterflies – Buy a TgO Pollinator Pack today
Pollinator Packs: Please help our bees. The pollinator crisis is caused in part by loss of habitat and lack of floral diversity.
You can make a difference by planting native bee friendly flowers in your garden and encouraging your friends to do so as
well.
TALLGRASS ONTARIO SELLS POLLINATOR SEED PACKS –INDIVIDUAL SPECIES OR SPIECES MIXES. PLEASE VISIT OUR
WEBSITE http://www.tallgrassontario.org/pollinator_packets.html AND PLACE YOUR ORDER ON-LINE.

